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The three nude female figures are monumentally placed in an exterior setting, framed by two trees.
Close to one another, they hold each other by interweaving their arms. The central figure gives its
back to the viewer while the two figures flanking her are frontal. Their heads are slightly tilted
outwards as they look straight towards the viewer with a soft smile. A marked outline contours the
bodies, which are painted with a pale rose color. The green grass and blue sky are characterized by
light pastel colors as well. Standing in contrapposto, they form soft S shapes that emphasize a slight
movement in the painting.
As painter and architect, Baldassarre Peruzzi received commissions in northern and central Italy,
studying classical art and working closely with Raphael. He trained with Pinturicchio as a young
artist in Siena and in 1506-1512 he designed the Villa Farnesina in Rome for Agostino Chigi. After the
villa’s completion, he painted the fresco cycle characterized by illusionistic and perspectival views of
Rome, one floor above Raphael’s Galatea and ceiling frescoes, further underlining his relationship to
the artist (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Baldassarre Peruzzi, Sala delle Colonne, Villa Farnesina, Rome
Giorgio Vasari also recalls his earlier contribution in the Rocca di Ostia of Cardinal Giuliano Della
Rovere (later Pope Julius II),
“per che cominciato a essere in buon credito, fu condotto a Ostia, dove nel maschio
della rocca dipinse di chiaro scuro in alcune stanze storie bellissime” (attachment 1).
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In 1861, Frizzoni saw and described Peruzzi’s Three Graces in Palazzo Chigi, Piazza Colonna
(attachment 2).

“Un frammento interessante di un affresco ridotto forma di quadro e incorniciato, che
potei osservare in una delle sale del Palazzo Chigi in piazza Colonna, e nel quale sono
rappresentate le tre Grazie, composte in modo simile a quello del celebre gruppo
antico di marmo, ora situato in una sala dell’Accademia di Siena. Il Peruzzi vi si rivela
con gli stessi caratteri come nelle pitture di Sant’Onofrio. Le belle forme del gruppo
antico vi sono rese in modo assai imperfetto; i contorni sono secchi e mancanti. Nello
stesso tempo la resa sensibile non solo nelle teste atteggiate a dolce sorriso, ma anche
nella particolarità di certi tronchi d’alberi e foglie, trattati con tinte oscure che staccano
sopra un fondo chiaro, particolarità assai distintamente inerenti alla maniera del
Sodoma.”

Fig. 2: Baldassarre Peruzzi, Three Graces before conservation, Fondazione Federico
Zeri catalogue
This account underlines two important details for the painting: that is was part of the Chigi collection,
and that it was detached from a wall and transformed into an independent painting. Federico Zeri’s
fototeca presents the image of the Three Graces similarly to how Frizzoni described it (Fig. 2, attachment
3). The photograph published in the database shows later additions on the painting, such as the veil

covering the central female’s back.
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Other prominent scholars have confirmed the attribution to Peruzzi and its Palazzo Chigi provenance:
Sydney Joseph Freedberg (Painting of the High Renaissance in Rome and Florence, 1961), Giovanni Morelli
(Della Pittura italiana: studi storico-critici; le Gallerie Borghese e Doria-Pamphili in Roma, 1897, 1991),
Christoph Luitpold Frommel (Baldassare Peruzzi als Maler und Zeichner, 1968, dating it to 1508-1509),
Bernard Berenson (Italian Pictures of the Renaissance, 1899 e riedizioni successive) and Adolfo Venturi
(Storia dell'Arte Italiana, 1932) (attachment 4-8).
Despite the little surviving archival documentations on this painting before entering the Chigi
collection, Frizzoni and Freedberg engaged in a stylistic and visual study to discover the original
provenance of the Three Graces. Based on Vasari’s account and on stylistic debates, Frizzoni argued
that the painting could have come from the Rocca di Ostia,
“se è vero, come mi venne detto, che il dipinto delle Tre Grazie proviene da Ostia,
non si sarebbe indotti a credere, che facesse parte di quelle opere che il Peruzzi vi
fece a detta del Vasari in compagnia di Cesare da Sesto?” (Fig. 3, attachment 2).

Fig. 3: Rocca, Ostia, Rome
Freedberg in 1961 also noted how the fresco may have come from the Rocca di Ostia, basing himself
on its stylistic features that show a transition between Peruzzi’s early work in Sant’Onofrio and in
Villa Farnesina. According to him, his
“most important work since then, the decoration of Ostia Castello, has is effect, as we recall,
been lost. However, one fresco fragment does exist...the Three Graces”.
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Dating the Three Graces to around 1508 emphasizes how Peruzzi matured a fully classical
Renaissance style at a very early stage in his career.
Freedberg and Zeri underscored the fresco’s passage from the Chigi collection to the Zellerbach
collection of San Francisco. 1 With the Zellerbach estate sale by Christie’s New York in 1994, the traces
of this painting were lost. It was sold as “studio of” Bernardino Luini, without the inclusion of
bibliographical sources. The image present in the catalogue still included the later additions as shown
in Zeri’s archive.
Today the painting shows its original appearance thanks a recent conservation project in Florence,
curated by Loredana Gallo (Fig. 4). This aimed to remove the later additions in the nature and the veil
covering the bodies, bringing back to light the original appearance of the fresco, as was conceived by
Baldassarre Peruzzi.

Fig. 4: Baldassarre Peruzzi, Three Graces,
after conservation

Fig. 5: Three Graces, Roman copy of
Hellenistic statue, Libreria Piccolomini,
Siena

Baldassarre Peruzzi’s interest in antiquity is echoed in his detached fresco Three Graces, a
mythological iconography dating back to the Hellenistic period. They were the three daughters of
Zeus; Aglaia, “splendor”, Eufrosione “joy and jolly” and Talia “prosperity”.

1

Zeri also mentions it being part of the Grassi collection before entering the Zellerbach collection.
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Ancient Roman copies of the Greeks, usually represented with the central figure giving the back to
the viewer and the figures flanking it facing front, as in Peruzzi’s detached fresco, are the most
prominent examples from antiquity known today.
The Roman marble statue Three Graces located in Siena’s Libreria Piccolomini was greatly admired
and studied by Renaissance artists, as indicated by the drawing in the “Libretto di Raffaello” in the
Gallerie dell’Accademia di Venezia of the Three Graces (n. 83/28r) (Figs. 5-6). Moreover, Raphael’s
Chantilly Three Graces was painted in the years Peruzzi was active (1503-1504) (Fig. 7). Therefore, he
must have seen these examples in his Sienese and Roman years.

Fig. 6: Raffaello and school (?), Drawing of
Three Graces, Libretto dei Disegni, Gallerie
dell’Accademia, Venice

Fig. 7: Raffaello (1483–1520), Three Graces , 1504 –
1505 circa, oil on wood, Museo Condè, Chantilly

The sculptural quality of the outlined figures, the way they engage directly with the viewer and their
nude and contrapposto bodies echo the Piccolomini Roman statue. In 1535 Peruzzi painted a second
version of the Three Graces as the central element of the ceiling fresco of Siena’s Castello di Belcaro
(Fig. 8), underlining his interest in the subject. This fresco decorates the ceiling of a building located
in Siena, near Peruzzi’s hometown and the same city that hosts the Roman marble Three Graces. This
further emphasizes Peruzzi’s possible knowledge and first hand interaction with the statue.
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The female’s harmonious bodies placed in an exterior setting with contrapposto stances and the central
figure’s tilted head recall Raphael’s painting. Both Peruzzi and Raphael in a way completed the
Piccolomini statue’s missing parts in their paintings, by elaborating the legs and arms of the female
bodies, and contextualizing them in an exterior setting.

Fig. 8: Baldassarre Peruzzi, Ceiling Fresco with
Three Graces, Fondazione Federico Zeri
catalogue, Castello di Belcaro, Siena

detail

Peruzzi detached from these two examples by painting the figures much closer to each other, and
representing the two frontal figures both looking straight towards the viewer. It is unknown whether
Raphael’s work was painted before Peruzzi’s, due to uncertainties in the painting’s precise dating.
Thus, it can be speculated that both Raphael and Peruzzi painted these works at an early stage of their
career and that they may have used the same iconographic source, the Roman statue.
Baldassarre Peruzzi’s Three Graces was re-discovered by carefully reviewing the critical reception of
the work. Moreover, its comparison to Raphael’s and the ancient Roman Three Graces revealed the
atmosphere of research and interest for the classical past at the beginning of the cinquecento, in
Renaissance Rome.
The detached fresco is exhibited for the first time after the conservation, finally bringing back to light
the work as it was conceived by Peruzzi.
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